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ABSTRACT:
The aim of the research presented in this article is an assessment of the results achieved over the first two years of implementation of the Federal Law no. 119 adopted in 2016. Within the framework of the law, the program known to the population of Russia as the "Far Eastern hectare" was developed. In accordance with the program, every citizen of the Russian Federation has the right to apply for receipt of a free land plot in the Far East. Based on the analysis of the statistical data on the number of submitted and fulfilled applications for receipt of a land plot, the quality of the provided land, intentions regarding the usage of received land plots, geography of the received plots and places of permanent residence of applicants, developed a system of business plans for organization of startups on the Far Eastern hectares, and synthesis of the feedback presented by the first participants of the program on its official website, which have been conducted by the authors, conclusions about the character and quality of events carried out under the above-mentioned program are made. Besides, the authors suggest key directions for the development of the "Far Eastern hectare" program, which should be
1. Introduction

In 2016, the Federal Law no. 119 known among the population of Russia as “the law about Far Eastern hectare” was adopted in order to regulate legal relations connected with the transfer of land plots located in the Far Eastern Federal District (FEFD) to citizens of Russia. In accordance with the indicated federal law a program has been developed, within which every citizen of the Russian Federation has the right to apply for receipt of a land plot of up to one hectare located in the Far East and owned by the state or municipality and use it according to the designated purposes specified in the Federal Law no. 119 at no charge for the following five years. In the future, this citizen will get an opportunity to register the land plot under their ownership or long-term rent.

There are plenty of free territories in this region, and it might seem tempting to get a whole hectare for living or farming, especially for free. Is this initiative beneficial for participants of this program? In this article, the issue is considered from the perspective of the government, which initiated the program, and from the point of view of ordinary citizens, for whom it has been developed.

Now, when it has been over two years since the Federal Law no. 119 under examination came into effect, relying on the results of the conducted analysis of the data described above and the conclusions drawn, we have developed a system of key directions for further development of the “Far Eastern hectare” program that should be followed in order to increase the effectiveness of its practical implementation both for each participant and the country in general.

The hypothesis of the research is our opinion, according to which, the program of formation of new settlements in the Far East due to allocating free hectares to Russian citizens is another attempt to improve the demographic dynamics in the FEFD statistically undertaken by the Government of the Russian Federation, which was invented after the statement of the fact that the progress of priority development areas (PDAs) in the Far East is not showing the expected socio-economic result and the problem of increasing the density of economic activity in Far Eastern territories is not being solved within the scheduled time frames. By now, the “Far Eastern hectare” program has proved its significance as a real contribution to the process of territorial development. However, to increase the level of attractiveness of this program for ordinary citizens, it is necessary to take a few measures oriented towards improving the program provisions, including expanding the range of support provided by the government. Otherwise, it can be expected that the main settlers in the Far Eastern territories will be oligarchs, who will use the allocated land plots in the “high-demand territories” as recreational and entertainment areas for a limited number of clients.

Analysis of the main provisions of the Federal Law no. 119 FZ “On the specific features of providing to citizens land plots in state or municipal ownership and located in the territories of subjects of the Russian Federation that are part of the Far Eastern Federal District and on amending certain legislative acts of the Russian Federation” of May 1, 2016 (latest revision) (Federal Law № 119-FZ, 2016) and statistical data regularly updated on the website “Far Eastern hectare: A social initiative of the Government of the Russian Federation” (2016) illustrate the scheme and the first results of the provision of land plots in the Far East to Russian citizens. However, we did not manage to find any research papers devoted to the analysis and assessment of the first results of the implementation of the “Far Eastern hectare” program in available sources. Scientific works on the regional economy are quite widely represented though; models of formation of new settlements in newly developed territories are represented in the paper mentioned in the references at the end of this article (Ksenofontova, Kocheleva, Bezdudnaya, 2016)
We believe that we have achieved the aim of the paper, which consisted in the assessment of the results achieved over the first two years of implementation of the Federal Law no. 119 adopted in 2016 and known among the population of Russia as “the law about Far Eastern hectare” since the article contains general and specific conclusions about the character and quality of events carried out under the above-mentioned program.

Besides, we suggest key directions for the development of the “Far Eastern hectare” program, which should be followed in the future in order to increase the efficiency of its practical implementation.

2. Methods

“Each citizen of Russia has the right to receive a land plot of up to one hectare in the Far East” — this is the opening phrase on the official website of the state program “Far Eastern hectare” (2016).

In order to analyze the first results achieved in the course of implementation of the Federal Law no. 119, we studied the feedback provided by actual participants of the “Far Eastern hectare” program on the official and other websites created by program participants specially for opinion exchange purposes.

Based on the statistics gathered by the Ministry for the Development of the Russian Far East (Ministry for the development of the Far East, n.d.), we collected the necessary information about the plans of program participants regarding future usage of the received land plots.

For the purpose of aiding potential entrepreneurs in rendering their business ideas into the form of ready business plans, a contest was held on the official website, the ultimate goal of which was to identify the best ideas of using the Far Eastern territories. By the end of 2018, about 40 project solutions for land plot development were presented on this website, the potential economic effect of which is estimated at the level from 100,000 to 30,000,000 rubles.

In the course of the research described in this article, we came up with conclusions and recommendations presented below, relying on the analysis of the statistical data on the number of submitted and fulfilled applications for receipt of a land plot, the quality of the provided land, intentions regarding the usage of received land plots, geography of the received plots and places of permanent residence of the applicants, developed a system of business plans for organization of startups on the Far Eastern hectares, and synthesis of the feedback presented by the first participants of the program on the official website of the program.

3. Results

The law about Far Eastern hectare appeared under the influence of two factors. First, it is aimed at developing the Far East: the population of this region is reducing as a result of migration outflow to other regions of Russia (Figure 1). The only area showing a natural increase in the region is Yakutia.

Figure 1
Population dynamics in the FEFID, 2010–2018
Second, such a large-scale state project is not just a point of growth, but one of the prospective growth areas for the national economy in general. However, in the course of implementation of such large-scale projects in Russia, it is necessary to establish serious state control over the usage of investment resources in order to eliminate the possible corrupt practices among the government officials involved in this program (Bezdudnaya, Smirnov, 2017).

Adoption of this legislative act was a result of a several years’ work conducted by the Ministry for the Development of the Russian Far East, the aim of which was to develop a plan for the development of the above-mentioned territories.

In order to analyze the first results achieved in the course of the implementation of the Federal Law no. 119, we studied the feedback provided by actual participants of the “Far Eastern hectare” program on the official and other websites created by program participants specially for opinion exchange purposes. Analysis of video reviews allows identifying the following problems specified by the first program participants.

Actual reviews provided by participants can be used to specify the following problems:

- Mistakes in the filling out of a cadastral land plot certificate — the signature of an authorized official is missing, which leads to the necessity of going through the procedure again;
- Remote location of land plots in terms of the regional infrastructure — the closest road can be 300–400 km away from the land plot, which creates the necessity for the owner to bear the costs of constructing the road facilities which would allow approaching the land plot;
- Low topographical qualities of land plots — the land might be totally unsuitable for conducting any agricultural activity;
- Difficulties connected with the settlement of deals on the transfer of ownership of land plots — the deals must be concluded in the Far East, which results in extra costs for residents of other Russian regions.

Also, the problem of rejection of applicants willing to take part in the program is often mentioned. Such rejections can be caused by the following reasons:

- non-compliance of the filling out of the application with the corresponding requirements;
- lack of documents that must be attached to the application in order to conclude the transaction;
- filing of an application by a person who is not a citizen of the Russian Federation;
- exceeding the area of the requested land plot over the set limit of one hectare;
- impossibility of the transfer of ownership of land plots due to their full or partial occupancy, etc.

The applicants lead active discussions in various Internet communities devoted to both the program and the methods of its implementation. In particular, a few methods allowing any person participating in the “Far Eastern hectare” program to expand their opportunities are indicated:
• using the opportunities available to their relatives living in this region, as well as to actual participants of the program;
• considering the possibility of the introduction of other support programs that would complement the “Far Eastern hectare” program;
• benefits of the program participants who live in the Far East and do not have to move to another region are pointed out.

After reviewing the feedback provided by the first participants of the program and new applicants, as well as the official statistics presented on the website of the Ministry for the Development of the Russian Far East, the gathered information can be summarized. The corresponding results and conclusions classified according to the results are presented in Table 1.

Table 1
The identified key characteristics of the “Far Eastern hectare” program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key characteristics of the “Far Eastern hectare” program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Negative aspects of the first experience gained in the course of implementation of the Federal Law no. 199 FZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- lack of developed infrastructure in the remote areas of the FEFD;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- impossibility of remote closing of the deals related to transfer of land;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- land plots assigned for usage by citizens within the program are sometimes not suitable for most purposes indicated in the federal law;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- technical problems found in the course of cadastral registration of land plots assigned for the program according to the federal law.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Positive aspects of the first experience gained in the course of implementation of the Federal Law no. 119 FZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- the opportunity to receive a land plot for usage at no charge;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- availability of the procedure of applying for participation in the program for all citizens of the Russian Federation;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- introduction of a few “accompanying” programs aimed at subsidizing the participants, providing them with various benefits, etc.;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- ensuring efficient use of undeveloped lands in the Russian Federation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Planning of land plot usage by participants of the “Far Eastern hectare” program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most program participants (about 78%) are people who plan to use the received land plots for residential or farming purposes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analysis of the information summarized in Table 1 allows making the following conclusion: the “Far Eastern hectare” program is quite viable, people show sufficient interest in it on a nationwide scale. However, the implementation of this program is encumbered with a few problems.

Besides, apart from positive aspects, many participants have pointed out several common drawbacks of the program including the following:
• high costs and labor intensity of developing the received land plot on your own;
• general remoteness of the assigned land from the central regions of Russia;
• lengthy and unfinished process of development of the local infrastructure;
• a few participants faced corrupt practices among the local establishment during the development of the received land plots.

Corrupt practices were mentioned by the participants of the “Far Eastern hectare” program in connection with the scheme of land plot distribution. They noted that on the very first day of registration when the website was not working yet, there were some “lucky guys” who managed to register their land plots in Primorsky Krai on the shores of the Khanka lake. Therefore, by the second day of the website operation, the whole coastline had already been occupied. Interestingly, among these land plots, there was a plot assigned to a group of
people resulting from a so-called “collective application”. A few program participants assumed that on the first day of the program some people used the opportunity to get a bigger land plot due to the incorporation of “ghost participants” into their application. Such promptness on the day when booking of a land plot via the website was impossible unambiguously suggests the involvement of corrupt practices in this scheme.

Having studied the feedback posted on the Internet, we noticed that a few program participants complain about lengthy periods of processing of their applications and presence of several land plots unsuitable for any potential usage, such as mountainous or swampy terrains, in the register of assigned land plots. Many of the suggested territories are protected by the law: hunting areas, conservation areas and other restricted territories.

Except for the above-mentioned situation connected with filing collective applications, many program participants point out the availability of the collective application option as a positive opportunity, which eliminates some serious problems in the formation of the infrastructure for future settlements (Bezdudnaya, Loginov, 2018). A collective application can be filed by a group of at least ten citizens. Taking into consideration that each citizen is eligible for receiving a land plot of up to one hectare, 12 citizens can apply for 12 hectares of land in their collective application. In this case, the group of like-minded people receive a larger land plot to accomplish their business ideas, i.e. to develop private entrepreneurship in the FEFD. Besides, when it comes to collective applications, the government covers the costs of organizing infrastructure, namely construction of access roads and communication lines (Ksenofontova, 2013b).

For the purpose of aiding potential entrepreneurs in rendering their business ideas into the form of ready business plans, a contest was held on the official website of the program, the goal of which was to identify the best ideas of using the Far Eastern territories. By the end of 2018, about 40 project solutions for land plot development were presented on this website, the potential economic effect of which is estimated at the level from 100,000 to 30,000,000 rubles. In the future, it is recommended to attract the intellectual capital of students of Russian universities in the development of scientific and practical projects and business plans for their further implementation in the far East (Ksenofontova, 2011).

Based on the statistics gathered by the Ministry for the Development of the Russian Far East (Ministry for the development of the Far East, n.d.) it is possible to collect the necessary information about the plans of program participants regarding future usage of the received land plots. That said, there are plenty of participants who speak about the need for a more precise understanding of the designated land use before closing of the deal, since not every land plot is suitable for a particular type of activity: the law prohibits construction of industrial enterprises in close proximity to residential areas (Bezdudnaya, Ksenofontova, Rastova, Kraiukhin, Tulupov, 2018), while areas designated for forest exploitation purposes are suitable only for activities directly connected with forest management (Figure 2).

Figure 2
Breakdown of activity types chosen by program participants.
Thus, the data reflected in Figure 2 show that most program participants are planning to conduct agricultural business or build their own house with an adjacent garden on the farm on the received land plots.

4. Discussion

Now we are going to analyze how such strategic directions of the development of private entrepreneurship correlate with the general trends of economic development in Russia.

On the one hand, according to the Prime Minister of the Russian Federation D.A. Medvedev, revenue arising from the sale of agricultural products is going to catch up with that arising from the export of hydrocarbon fuels (Medvedev: Russia earned more from grain exports than from weapons, 2015). Besides, the agricultural industry is important for the country due to the following reasons:

- It can supply the population of the country with inexpensive high-quality products;
- It stimulates the development of other industries: machine-building, manufacturing, food, chemical, transportation, fuel and energy;
- It creates employment opportunities, including new workplaces;
- It provides the opportunity to develop new territories and cultures.

On the other hand, the process of agricultural development in Russia is currently facing a few problems:

- Equipment that is outdated or going out of date;
- Lack of significant innovative solutions in this sphere for a long time (Ksenofontova, 2013a);
- Growing average age of employees working in the agricultural industry.

The share of agricultural industry in the national economy is very low, which attests to the growth potential possessed by this industry, including growth resulting from agricultural development of the Far Eastern hectares (Figure 3).

**Figure 3**
The share of the agricultural industry in the economy of Russia
This brings up the following questions: are the territories distributed among participants of the “Far Eastern hectare” program suitable for their purposes and what are the general prospects for their agricultural development?

Opinions of agribusiness specialists about these issues are divided. Some participants point out the fact that land plots received by potential entrepreneurs within the program are not southern fertile territories where virtually anything can be grown. From the perspective of crop farming, the Far East is quite a difficult region: low temperatures are common in many territories, which leads to frostbitten soils; overall, the climate in this region is unstable (Ksenofontova, 2012). Surely, there are certain regions with more favorable conditions (for example, territories along the Amur river), and, according to the official data illustrated by Figure 4, land plots in Amur Krai are in demand among the applicants:

![Figure 4](image)

However, the labor input and costs of goods produced on land plots along the Russian shore of the Amur river will remain higher than equivalent parameters of the cheaper goods produced in neighboring China (Bezdudnaya, Fraimovich, 2016).
On the other hand, on the official website of the program, one can find several effective business projects in the agricultural sphere. In addition, on this website, one can enroll in a collective application for setting up eco-settlements — alternative settlements based on collective farming communities.

Another burning issue is financial support provided by the government. On the above-mentioned website, such support measures as subsidized mortgage, various benefits and assistance in job search are mentioned.

Startups receive one-off financial support when an entrepreneur registers as a legal entity or an individual entrepreneur, which amounts to 2,000 to 10,000 rubles. Besides, throughout the first two years of operation, the tax rate for new companies is zero per cent, which is also a form of government support.

The overall picture of support provided to the Far Eastern settlers looks positive. Considering many fulfilled applications for the receipt of land plots, the total sum of financial help provided to program participants as of June 2018 amounted to 252 mln rubles (Figure 5).

That said, if one considers the amount of funds allocated for the support that was provided to each individual participant of the program rather than the total funding amounts, such financial support will look like an additional insignificant allowance on top of the large capital investment made by the individual.

Indeed, if an unemployed person moves to the Far East, they will receive a one-off settling-in allowance amounting to one to five unemployment benefits, so the total sum can vary from 4.9 to 24.5 thousand rubles (Bezdudnaya et al., 2018).

According to information provided by program participants, at the present time, assistance in job search consists only in the offer to apply for jobs posted on the website (Agency For The Development Of Human Capital In The Far East, n.d.) or submit a CV to a resident company of a PDA. However, participants note that the number of vacancies is no higher than several dozens, while the number of applications for the receipt of land plots exceeds 115,000, out of which over 45,000 have been approved (Figures 6 and 7) (Ksenofontova, Bezdudnaya, Kadyrova, 2017).

**Figure 5**

Amounts of government funds allocated for financial support of the “Far Eastern hectare” program and the number of people who received such support in different regions of the Russian Federation

![Graph showing amounts of government funds and number of participants](image)

**Figure 6**

The total number of applications for the receipt of a Far Eastern land plot (115,000) and its breakdown by region

![Graph showing the total number of applications by region](image)
Meanwhile, even excluding the necessary investments in starting a new business, about 3–5 mln rubles is required to build a house, and 2 mln rubles more — to buy an off-roader.

In this connection, we believe that it is important to direct the attention of citizens who have applied for the receipt of a Far Eastern hectare to the opportunity for potential entrepreneurs participating in the “Far Eastern hectare” program to be included in the system of social entrepreneurship.

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, we suggest the key directions for the development of the “Far Eastern hectare” program, which should be followed in the future in order to increase the efficiency of its practical implementation. It is necessary to:

- reinforce the financial support provided to citizens as far as the creation of the infrastructure
around the transferred land plots is concerned;  
solve technical problems in order to control activities conducted by employees and maintain  
accurate and timely cadastral registration of the Far Eastern territories;  
develop the tools for:

a) attracting small and medium-sized businesses to the region so that they provide the  
necessary services to the settlers;  
b) attracting young people to participation in the “Far Eastern hectare” program (for example,  
organization of internships in the “Far Eastern hectares” introduced by higher education  
institutions; spreading the positive experience of territory development by creating research  
and practice projects and business plans by students of specialized higher education  
institutions, including more active practice of suggestion of topics of their pre-graduation  
practical training and graduation theses. Under this approach the program will improve the  
demographic situation due to the opportunity for young people to solve the housing problem,  
which will arise as a result of creation of fully functional towns for youth — development of an  
agglomeration system out of structural elements represented by satellite towns around PDAs,  
within which an extensive infrastructure is created).

4) introduce an amendment to the Federal Law no. 119 FZ about the provision of additional  
territories to the Far Eastern hectare owners if they have developed their plots successfully  
since the “Far Eastern hectare” program has proved its significance as real support for  
entrepreneurship and the process of territorial development.

These measures are necessary to increase the level of attractiveness of the “Far Eastern  
hectare” program and speed up the process of its implementation as a tool of solving main  
problems faced by the FEFD, including accelerated development of entrepreneurship among  
ordinary citizens of Russia on the received land plots. Otherwise, as it was stated above in the  
hypothesis of the research, it is possible that the main settlers in the Far Eastern territories  
under the Federal Law no. 119 FZ will be oligarchs with newly built houses on the shores of  
rivers and lakes.
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